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The Paris based engineering software house itech announces
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its latest sale of the award winning 3D VR simulation system from
Japanese software specialist Forum 8
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David Remaud of itech ( www.itech-soft.com ) a Forum 8 Premier
Partner based in Paris commented “We first came across Forum 8 when
researching the market for 3D simulation software for engineering
applications. We are a company that specializes in the design,
development and distribution of structural computation software packages
for use in the construction, civil engineering, roads and mechanical
engineering sectors.
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“We were approached by a huge manufacturing company here in France
that wanted to utilize the Forum 8 3D Virtual Reality (VR) simulation
software within their Driver Training Simulator.
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“We will be revealing full details of this exciting new client very soon.
However, what I can reveal is that they chose the Japanese software for a
number of reasons, including its preeminence as the leading simulation
software in the highly competitive Japanese and Korean markets and their
experience with the Japanese Type N700 Shinkansen (Bullet Train)
Simulator for training drivers and conductors.
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“Apart from the comprehensive features of the software, they were also
looking for a supplier that could guarantee a high level of technical support
from both the software manufacturer as well as from its local Partner. I’m
pleased to say that they found the combination of itech, Forum 8 and
UC-win/Road to be the perfect solution.”
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